[Contrast media in magnetic resonance tomography. A review. 1. Physicochemical and pharmacological bases of MR contrast media using gadolinium-DTPA as an example].
The principles underlying contrast media for MR tomography are totally different from those for conventional contrast media. Substances suitable for MR tomography are paramagnetic complexes which alter the relaxation times of the tissues. Signal intensity on the MR images are influenced correspondingly. The mode of action of MR contrast media is explained. Gadolinium-DTPA, the first MR contrast medium in clinical use by means of intravenous injection, is described. Its tolerance has been investigated by animal experiments and its effectiveness as an contrast agent has been studied in normal individuals. In the second part of the paper, early results from the use of gadolinium DTPA are given. The additional information which can be obtained by using MR contrast media is discussed.